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TIIE ARCHETYPES AND THE COLLEC
TIVE UNCONSCIOUS

I. CONCERNING THE WORD 'SPIRIT'

385 The word "spirit" possesses such a wide range of applicati
that it requires considerable effort to make clear to oneself 
the things it can mean. Spirit, we say, is the principle .that sta
in opposition to matter. By this we understand an Imi:na 

v substance or form of existence which on the highest and m
universal level is called "God." We imagine this immaterial I
stance also as the vehicle of psychic phenomena or even of l
itself. In contradiction to this view there stands the antithe
spirit and nature. Here the concept of spi_rit is restri�ted to

-"Supernatural or anti-natural, and has Jost It� s1;1bst�nt.1al c�n
tion with psyche and life. A similar restncuon IS 1mphcd
Spinoza's view that spirit is an attribute _o� the One Subs�a
Hylozoism goes even further, taking sp1nt to be a quality
matter. 

g86 A very widespread view conceives spirit as a higher 
psyche as a lower principle of activity, and conversely the al 
mists thought of spitit as the ligamentum animae et corp

obviously regarding it as a spiritus vegetativus �the later l
spirit or nerve-spirit). Equally common is the view that II

and psyche are essentially the same and can be separated 
arbitrarily. Wundt takes spirit as "the inner being, regar
of any connection with an outer being." Others restrict • 
to certain psychic capacities or functions or qualities, such aa
t·apacity to think and reason in contradistinction to the 
"soulful" sentiments. Here spirit means the sum-total of all 
phenomena of rational thought, or of the intellect, ind 
the will, memory, imagination, creative power, and I 
1 ions motivated by ideals. Spirit has the further connotati 
,J,,ip,hlliness, as when we say that a person is "spirited.'' 
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ht)t lh,11 he is versatile and full of ideas, with a brilliant, witty, 
i,111I \11rprising tum of mind. Again, spirit denotes a certain 
t11l111tk or the principle underlying it; for instance, one is 
1 t 11111 atcd in the spirit of Pestalozzi," or one says that the "spirit 
111 \Vl•imar is the immortal German heritage." A special instance 
14 tlw time-spirit, or spirit of the age, which stands for the prin-
111,t,• and motive force behind certain views, judgments, and 
ll li1111s of a collective nature. Then there is the "objective spir-. 
h' " by which is meant the whole stock of man's cultural pos
)f,u 1111s with particular regard to his intellectual and religious 
It htrv<·ments. 

A, linguistic usage shows, spirit in the sense of an attitude 
k,, unmistakable leanings towards personification: the spirit of 
}f, thiloni can also be taken concretistically as his ghost or imago, 
)11,t ,,� I he spirits of Weimar are the personal spectres of Goethe 
fl•tl S1 hiller; for spirit still has the spookish meaning of the 
M•lll ul one departed. The "cold breath o( the spirits" points on 
tl,r ri.1w hand to the ancient affinity of ifroX"! with ip11x.p&,; and t/roxo.,, 
*hi, It hoth mean 'cold,' and on the other hand to the original
4ft11111111g of 7rJl£vµ.a., which simply denoted 'air in motion'; and
ftt tltr same way animus and anima were connected wilh ,lv(1Lo-.,

�hul.' The German word Geist probably has more to do with
ltl1t•thi11g frothing, effervescing, or fermenting; hence affo 1i1ies 
Ith c;i,\cht (foam), Giischt (yeast), ghost, and also with the emo-
tlt

1

i1) l,llwslly and aghast, are not to be rejected. I•rom tim<> im
rt11111 ial emotion has been regarded as possession, which is why 

1t11l say today, of a hot-tempered person, that he is possessed 
It d('vil or that an evil spirit has entered into him.8 Just as, 
t11tli11g to the old view, the spirits or souls of the dead are 
I •11htlc disposition like a vapour or a smoke, so to the alche-

111 1/1h itus was a subtle, volatile, active, and vivifying essence, 
t 11 1n alcohol was understood to be, and all the arcane sub-
11• rs. On this level, spirit includes spirits of salts, spirits of 
11to11ia, formic spirit, etc.

'I ht'I �core or so of meanings and shades of meaning attribut-
1 lo rhc word "spirit" make it difficult for the psychologist 
rl, lmtit his subject conceptually, but on the other hand they 
htru the task of describing it, since the many different aspects 
I Jlrgl'llnn term, roughly equivalent to our "spirit of man,"-TRANs.) 

1t1y "Spirit and Life." 
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1,to 10 form a vivid and concrete picture of the phenomenon in 
q11C'slion. We are concerned with a functional complex which 
originally, on the primitive level, was felt as an invisible, breath
like "presence." William James has given us a lively account 
of this primordial phenomenon in his Varieties of Religious 
Experience. Another well-known example is the wind of the 
Pentecostal miracle. The primitive mentality finds it quite nat

ural to personify the invisible presence as a ghost or demon. 
The souls or spirits of the dead are identical with the psychic 
activity of the living; they merely continue it. The view that 
the psyche is a spirit is implicit in this. When therefore some
thing psychic happens in the individual which he feels as belong
ing to himself, that something is his own spirit. But if anything 
psychic happens which seems to him strange, then it is some
body else's spirit, and it may be causing a possession. The spirit 
in the first case corresponds to the subjective attitude, in the 
latter case to public opinion, to the time-spirit, or to the origi
nal, not yet human, anthropoid disposition which we also call 
the unconscious. 

38g In keeping with its original wind-nature, spirit is always an 
active, winged, swift-moving being as well as that which vivifies, 
stimulates, incites, fires, and inspires. To put it in modern lan
guage, spirit is the dynamic principle, forming for that very 
reason the classical antithesis of matter-the antithesis, that is, 
of its stasis aQd inertia. Basically it is the contrast between life 
and death. The subsequent differentiation of this contrast leads 
to the actually very remarkable opposition of spirit and nature. 
Even though spirit is regarded as essentially alive and enliven
ing, one cannot really feel nature as unspiritual and dead. We 
must therefore be dealing here with the (Christian) postulate 
of a spirit whose life is so vastly superior to the life of nature 
that in comparison with it the latter is no better than death. 

ll!)(l This special development in man's idea of spirit rests on the 
recognition that its invisible presence is a psychic phenomenon, 
i.e., one's own spirit, and that this consists not only of uprushes
of life but of formal products too. Among the first, the most

. prominent are the images and shadowy presentations that oc
rnpy our inner field of vision; among the second, thinking and 
l<'ill<>n, which organize the world of images. In this way a tran
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111 mdent spirit superimposed itself upon the original, natural 
lilr spirit and even swung over to the opposite position, as 
tliough the latter were merely naturalistic. The transcendent 
ripir it became the supranatural and transmundane cosmic prin-
1 iplc of order and as such was given the name of "God," or at 
l<•nsl it became an attribute of the One Substance (as in Spinoza) 
111 one Person of the Godhead (as in Christianity). 

The corresponding development of spirit in the reverse, 
hylozoistic direction-a maiori ad minus-took place under anti
( :hristian auspices in materialism. The premise underlying this 
1caction is the exclusive certainty of the spirit's identity with 
psychic functions, whose dependence upon brain and metabo
lism became increasingly clear. One had only to give lhe One 
Substance another name and call it "matter" to produce the 
idea of a spirit which was entirely dependent on nutrition and 
t>nvironment, and whose highest form was the iutcllcct or rea-
11011. This meant that the original pneumatic prcscnn.• had taken 
up its abode in man's physiology, and a writer like Klagl'S could 
arraign the spirit as the "adversary of the soul."• l•or it was into 
this latter concept that the original spontaneity of the spirit 
withdrew after it had been degraded to a servile attrihmc.• of 
matter. Somewhere or other the deus ex machina quality of 
spirit had to be preserved-if not in the spirit itself, then iu iU 
synonym the soul, that glancing, Aeolian II thing, elusive l\A n 
butterfly (anima, vrox�). 

Even though the materialistic conception of the spirit dlrl 
not prevail everywhere, it still persisted, outside the 11plwt<' of 
religion, in the realm of conscious phenomena. Spirit 1\11 ",uh· 
jective spirit" came to mean a purely endopsych k pht<numrnon. 
while "objective spirit" did not mean the univl'nml 11r,iri1, or 
God, but merely the sum total of intellcctu:tl nnd rnh11tnl poll· 
sessions which make up our human institntiorn1 and the- rnn1ct1t 
of our libraries. Spirit had forfeited it11 origit111l un1111·e, its 
autonomy and spontaneity over a very wide- mra, with the 
solitary exception of the religious field, wh<"rt', 1\t lt.tst in prin
ciple, its pristine character remained unimpalard. 

• Lµdwig Klages, Der Geist ols Widersacher di:r Srt1l11, 
I\ Soul, from Old German soiwolo, may be togt11ttt with •lil).ot, '1111kk-moving,
changeful of hue. shifting.' It also has the 111canh11t nl 'wily' 111 'ahlrty'; hc11ce an
air of probability attaches Lo the alchemical dclinhlon ol 111111111., Ill Mcrcurius.
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. In this resume we have described an entity which presents
11sclf to us as an immediate psychic phenomenon distinguished 
from other psychisms whose existence is na1vely believed to be 
causally dependent upon physical influences. A connection be
tween spirit and physical conditions is not immediately ap
parent, and for this reason it was credited with immateriality 
to a much higher degree than was the case with psychic phenom
ena in the narrower sense. Not only is a certain physical depend
ence attributed to the latter, but they are themselves thought 
of as possessing a kind of materiality, as the idea of the subtle 
body and the Chinese kuei-soul clearly show. In view of the 
intimate connection that exists between certain psychic proc
esses and their physical parallels we cannot very well accept the 
total immateriality of the psyche. As against this, the consensus
omnium insists on the immateriality of spirit, though not every
one would agree that it also has a reality of its own. It is, how
ever, not easy to see why our hypothetical "matter," which looks 
quite different from what it did even thirty years ago, alone 
should be real, and spirit not. Although the idea of immateri
ality does not in itself exclude that of reality, popular opinion 
invariably associates reality with materiality. Spirit and matter 
may well be forms of one and the same transcendental being. 
For instance the Tantrists, with as much right, say that matter 
is nothing other than the concreteness of God's thoughts. The 
sole immediate reality is the psychic reality of conscious con
tents, which_are as it were labelled with a spiritual or material 
origin as the case may be. 

,!13 The hallmarks of spirit are, firstly, the principle of sponta-
neous movement and activity; secondly, the spontaneous ca
pacity to produce images independently of sense perception; 
and thirdly, the autonomous and sovereign manipulation of 
these images. This spiritual entity approaches primitive man 
I rnm outside; but with increasing development it gets lodged 
in man's consciousness and becomes a subordinate function, 
thus apparently forfeiting its original character of autonomy. 
That character is now retained only in the most conservative 
views, namely in the religions. The descent of spirit into the 
•pht•1 c o( human consciousness is expressed ;n the mvth of Lhe
d1vint• .. oii,. caught in the embrace of <j,vu,,;. This pn�·ess. con-
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tinuing over the ages, is probably an unavoidable necessity, 
and Lhe religions would find themselves in a very forlorn situa
tion if they believed in the attempt to hold up evolution. Their 
task, if they are well advised, is not to impede the ineluctable 
march of events, but to guide it in such a way that it can proceed 
without fatal injury to the soul. The religions should Lherefore 
constantly recall to us the origin and original character of the 
spirit, lest man should forget what he is drawing into himself 
and with what he is filling his consciousness. Ile himself did not 
create the spirit, rather the spirit makes him creative, always 
spurring him on, giving him lucky ideas, staying power, "en
thusiasm" and "inspiration." So much, indeed, does it permeate 
his whole being that he is in gravest danger of thinking that 
he actually created the spirit and that he "has" it. In reality, 
however, the primordial phenomenon of the spirit takes posses
sion of him, and, while appearing to be the willing object of 
human intentions, it binds his freedom, just as the physical 
world does, with a thousand chains and becomes an ohscssive 
idee-force. Spirit threatens the na1ve-minded man with i11flation, 
of which our own times have given us the most horribly instruc
tive examples. The danger becomes all the greater the more 
our interest fastens upon external objects and the more we for
get that the differentiation of our relation to nature shou Id go 
hand in hand with a correspondingly differentiated relation 10

the spirit, so as to establish the necessary balance. I( the ontcr 
object is not offset by an inner, unbridled materialis111 rcsulL'>, 
coupled with maniacal arrogance or else the extinction of the 
autonomous personality, which is in any case the· ideal of the 
totalitarian mass state. 

IH As can readily be seen, the common modern idea of spirit ill 
accords with the Christian view, which regards it as the sum

mum bonu.m, as God himself. To be sure, there is also the idea 
of an evil spirit. But the modem idea cannot be equated with 
Lhat either, since for us spirit is not necessarily evil; we would 
have to call it morally indifferent or neutral. When the Bible 
says "God is spirit," it sounds more like the definition of a 
substance, or like a qualification. But the devil too, it seems, 
is endowed with the same peculiar spiritual substance, albeit 
an evil and corrupt one. The original identity of substance is 
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lll i 11 expressed in the idea of the fallen angel, as well as in the 
t lose connection between Jehovah and Satan in the Old Testa-
11w111. There may be an echo of this primitive connection in the 
Lord's Prayer, where we say "Lead us not into temptation"
lor is not this really the business of the tempter, the devil him
sdf? 

�·,r, This brings us to a point we have not considered at all in the 
course of our observations so far. We have availed ourselves of 
cultural and everyday conceptions which are the product of 
human consciousness and its reflections, in order to form a pic
ture of the psychic modes of manifestation of the factor "spirit." 
But we have yet to consider that because of its original autono
rny,6 about which there can be no doubt in the psychological 
sense, the spirit is quite capable of staging its own manifesta
tions spontaneously. 
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111agician, however, must rest content with the role of the biter 
hit. 

IV. THERIOMORPHIC SPIRIT SYMBOLISM IN FAIRYTALES

-t•9 The description of our archetype would not be complete if 
we omitted to consider one special form of its manifestation, 
namely its animal form. This belongs essentially to the therio
morphism of gods and demons and has the same psychological 
significance. The animal form shows that the contents and func
tions in question are still in the extrahuman sphere, i.e., on a 
plane beyond human consciousness, and consequently have a 
share on the one hand in the daemonically superhuman and on 
the other in the bestially subhuman. It must be remembered, 
however, that this division is only true within the sphere of 
consciousness, where it is a necessary condition of thought. Logic 
says tertium non datur, meaning that we cannot envisage the 
opposites in their oneness. In other words, while the abolition 
of an obstinate antinomy can be no more than a postulate for 
us, this is by no means so for the unconscious, whose contents 
are without exception paradoxical or antinomial by nature, not 
excluding the category of being. If anyone unacquainted with 
the psychology of the unconscious wants to get a working 
knowled9e of these matters, I would recommend a study of 
Christian mysticism and Indian philosophy, where he will find 
the clearest elaboration of the antinomies of the unconscious. 

420 Although the old man has, up to now, looked and behaved 
more or less like a human being, his magical powers and his 
spiritual superiority suggest that, in good and bad alike, he is 
outside, or above, or below the human level. Neither for the 
primitive nor for the unconscious does his animal aspect imply 
any devaluation, for in certain respects the animal is superior 
10 man. It has not yet blundered into consciousness nor pitted 
a sdf-willed ego against the power from which it lives; on the 
contrary, it fulfils the will that actuates it in a well-nigh perfect 
manner. Were it conscious, it would be morally better than 
man. There is deep doctrine in the legend of the fall: it is the 
t''lCIH(''ISion of a dim presentiment that the emancipation of ego
< UllSl iuusness was a Luciferian deed. Man's whole history con-
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sists from the very beginning in a conflict between his feeling of 
inferiority and his arrogance. Wisdom seeks the middle path 
and pays for this audacity by a dubious affinity with daemon 
and beast, and so is open to moral misinterpretation. 

Again and again in fairytales we encounter the motif of 
helpful animals. These act like humans, speak a human lan
guage, and display a sagacity and a knowledge superior to man's. 
In these circumstances we can say with some justification that 
the archetype of the spirit is being expressed through an animal 
form. A German fairytale 37 relates how a young man, while 
searching for his lost princess, meets a wolf, who says, "Do not 
be afraid! But tell me, where is your way leading you?" The 
young man recounts his story, whereupon the wolf gives him as 
a magic gift a few of his hairs, with which the young man can 
summon his help at any time. This intermezzo proceeds exactly 
like the meeting with the helpful old man. In the same story, 
the archetype also displays its other, wicked side. In order to 
make this clear I shall give a summary of the story: 

While the young man is watching his pigs in the wood, he 
discovers a large tree, whose branches lose themselves in the 
clouds. "How would it be," says he to himselC, "if you were to 
look at the world from the top of that great tree?" So he climbs 
up, all day long he climbs, without even reaching the branches. 
Evening comes, and he has to pass the night in a fork of the tree. 
Next day he goes on climbing and by noon has reached the 
foliage. Only towards evening does he come to a village nestling 
in the branches. The peasants who live there give him food and 
shelter for the night. In the morning he climbs still f nrthcr. 
Towards noon, he, reaches a castle in which a young girl lives. 
Here he finds that the tree goes no higher. She is a king's daugh
ter, held prisoner by a wicked magician. So the young man 
stays with the princess, and she allows him to go into all the 
rooms of the castle: one room alone she forbids him to enter. 
But curiosity is too strong. He unlocks the door, and there in 
the room he finds a raven fixed to the wall with three nails. 
One nail goes through his throat, the two others through the 
wings. The raven complains of thirst and the young man, moved 
by pity, gives him water to drink. At each sip a nail falls out, 

37 Deutscl;le Miirchen seit Grimm, pp. 1ff. ["The Princess in the Tree"]. 
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and at the third sip the raven is free and flies out at the window. 
When the princess hears of it she is very· frightened and says, 
"That was the devil who enchanted met It won't be long now 
before he fetches me again." And one fine morning she has 
indeed vanished. 

423 The young man now sets out in search of her and, as we 
have described above, meets the wolf. In the same way he meets 
a bear and a lion, who also give him some hairs. In addition the 
lion informs him that the princess is imprisoned nearby in a 
hunting-lodge. The young man finds the house and the princess, 
but is told that flight is impossible, because the hunter possesses 
a three-legged white horse that knows everything and would 
infallibly warn its master. Despite that, the young man tries to 
flee away with her, but in vain. The hunter overtakes him but, 
because he had saved his life as a raven, lets him go and rides off 
again with the princess. When the hunter has disappeared into 
the wood, the young man creeps back to the house and per
suades the princess to wheedle from the hunter the secret of 
how he obtained his clever white horse. This she successfuJly 
does in the night, and the young man, who has hidden himself 
under the bed, learns that about an hour's journey from the 
hunting-lodge there dwells a witch who breeds magic horses. 
Whoever was able to guard the foals for three days might choose 
a horse as a reward. In former times, said the hunter, she used 
to make a gift of twelve lambs into the bargain, in order to 
satisfy the hunger of the twelve wolves who lived in the woods 
near the farmstead, and prevent them from attacking; but to 
him she gave no lambs. So the wolves followed him as he rode 
away, and while crossing the borders of her domain they suc
ceeded in tearing off one of his horse's hoofs. That was why it 
had only three legs. 

121 Then the young man made haste to seek out the witch and 
agreed to serve her on condition that she gave him not only a 
horse of his own choosing but twelve lambs as well. To this she 
consented. Instantly she commanded the foals to run away, and, 
to make him sleepy, she gave him brandy. He drinks, falls asleep, 
and the foals escape. On the first day he catches them with the 
hdp of the wolf, on the second day the bear helps him, and on 
the 1hird the lion. He can now go and choose his reward. The 
wi1d1's little daughter tells him which horse her mother rides. 
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This is naturally the best horse, and it too is white. Hardly has 
he got it out of the stall when the witch pierces the four hoofs 
and sucks the marrow out of the bones. From rhis she bakes a 
cake and gives it to the young man for his journey. The horse 
grows deathly weak, but the young man feeds it on the cake, 
whereupon the horse recovers its former strength. He gets �ut
of the woods unscathed after quieting the twelve wolves with 
the twelve lambs. He then fetches the princess and rides away 
with her. But the three-legged horse calls out to the hunt&, 
who sets off in pursuit and quickly catches up with them, be
cause the four-legged horse refuses to gallop. As the hunter ap
proaches, the four-legged horse cries out to the three-legged, 
"Sister, throw him off!" The magician is thrown and trampled 
to pieces by the two horses. The young man sets the princess on 
the three-legged horse, and the pair of them ride away lo her 
father's kingdom, where they get married. The four-legged 
horse begs him to cut off both their heads, for otherwise they 
would bring disaster upon him. This he docs, and 1hc horses 
are transformed into a handsome prince an<l a womkrfully 
beautiful princess, who after a while repair "to their own king
dom." They had been changed into horses by the hunter, long 
ago. 

4u5 Apart from the theriomorphic spirit symbolism in this talc, 
it is especially interesting to note that the function o[ knowing 
and intuition is represented by a riding-animal. This is as mud, 
as to say that the spirit can be somebody's property. The t hr<·c· 
legged white horse is thus the property of the demonic hunter, 
and the four-legged one the property of the witch. Spirit is here 
partly a function, which like any other object (horse) can ('nange 
its owner, and partly an autonomous subject (magiriau as owner 
of the horse). By obtaining the four-legged horse from the 
witch, the young man frees a spirit or a thought of 11orn<· special 
kind from the grip of the unconscious. Herc as clsc•wlwn•, the 
witch stands for a mater natura or the original "ma1 tiard1al" 
state of the unconscious, indicating a psychk con11titu1 ion in 
which the unconscious is opposed only hy ;1 f t•chl(! and still
dependent consciousness. The four-leggt•cl hrnsr shows itself 
superior to the three-legged, since it c::m command lhc latter. 
And since the quaternity is a symbol of whok,wss and wholeness 
-plays a considerable role in the picrut·r world of the uncon-
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,'it i11w,,=1H the victory of four-leggedness over three-leggedness is
1101 _ a_ltogether unexpected. But what is the meaning of the op
pos111on between threeness and fourne1>s, or rather, what does 
1hrceness _mean as compared with wholeness? In alchemy this
proble� 1s kn?wn as the axiom of Maria and runs all through 
alchemical philosophy for more than a thousand years, finally 
to be taken up again in the Cabiri scene in Faust. The earliest 
literary version of it is to be found in the opening words of 
Plato's Tim_aeus,39 of which Goethe gives us a reminder. Among 
the alchemists we can see clearly how the divine Trinity has its 
counterpart in a lower, chthonic triad (similar to Dante's three
?eaded de�il). This represents a principle which, by reason of 
its symbolism, betrays affinities with evil, though it is by no 
m�ans certain that it expresses nothing but evil. Everything 
pomts rather to the fact that evil, or its familiar symbolism, 
belongs to the family of figures which describe the dark, noc
turnal, lower, chthonic element. In this symbolism the lower 
stan�s �o the higher as a correspondence 40 in reverse; that is to
say It ts _conceived, li�e the_ upper, as a triad. Three, being
a masculme number, 1s logically correlated with the wicked 
hunter, who can be thought of alchemically as the lower triad. 
Four, a feminine number, is assigned to the old woman. The 
two horses are miraculous animals that talk and know and thus 
represent the unconscious spirit, which in one case is subordi
nated to the wicked magician and in the other to the old witch. 

��tween the three and the four there exists the primary op
pos1t1on of male and female, but whereas fourness is a symbol 
of wholeness, threeness is not. The latter, according to alchemy, 
?enotes palarity, since. one triad always presupposes another, 
JUSt as high presupposes low, lightness darkness, good evil. In 
terms of energy, polarity means a potential, and wherever a 
3s w· h r _1l re �rence to the quatermty I would call attention to my earlier writings,
ancl m particular lo Psychology and Alchemy and "Psychology and Religion." 
39 The oldest representation I know of this problem is lhat of the four sons of 
I lorus, three of whom are occasionally depicted wilh the heads of animals and 
th� olhcr with the bead of a man. Chronologically this links up with Ez;kiel's 
"1s•on �£ the four creatures, which then reappear in the attributes of the four 
1'1;111�'

.
'";�ls. Three have animal heads and onl" a human head (the angel). (Cf.

r111111 "1'11T<' to Psychology and Religion: West and Emt.-EDITORs.J 
•0 ,\,u11diug to the dictum in the "Tabula smaragd 1·na" "Ot od t · f · 
l 

, " 1 es m enus, est 
• t lit ,111od c·st superius'' (That which is below is like that which is above).
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potential exists there is the possibility of a n11 H'lll, a flow of

events, for the tension of opposites strives (or balance. If one

imagines the quaternity as a square divided i1110 two halves �y

a diagonal, one gets two triangles-whose npin•11 point in opposite

directions. One could therefore say metaphorirnlly thal iE the

wholeness-symbolized by the quatcrnity i11 divided into equal

halves, it produces two opposing triads. Thill simple reflection

shows how three can be derived from four, ,tll(l in the same

way the hunter of the captured princess explains how his ho�se,•

from being four-legged, became th r<'C•kgRt'tl. through havm_g 

one hoof torn off by the twelve wolves. The rhH'C·lC'ggcdness 1s

due to an accident, therefore, which occunccl at the very mo

ment when the horse was leaving the ten iwry of the dark

mother. In psychological language we should say that when the

unconscious wholeness becomes manifest, j.t'., lt'avcs the un

conscious and crosses over into the sphere of fo1111dousncss, one

of the four remains behind, held fast by the horror 1J(irt1i ol the

unconscious. There thus arises a triad, which as we know-not

from the fairytale but from the history of syl1lliolislll con

stellates a corresponding triad in opposition to it 0-in ot hrr

words, a conflict ensues. Here too we could ask with Sonatcs,

"One, two, three-but, my dear Timaeus, of those who ycstrr•

day were the banqueters and today are the banquet-givers,

where is the fourth?" 42 He has remained in the realm of the

dark mother, caught by the wolfish greed of the unconscious,

which is unwilling to let anything escape from its magic circle

save at the cost of a sacrifice. 
417 The hunter or old magician and the witch correspond l� the

negative parental imagos in the magic world of the unconscious.

The hunter first appears in the story as a ?lack raven. f k. has

stolen away the princess and holds her a prisoner. She <!esrrth�s

him as "the devil." But it is exceedingly odd that he h1111�df 1s

locked up in the one forbidden room of thr mstl<' ,Hl<l lixt·<l 10

the wall with three nails, as though crncifif'rl. 1 le is irn pr isoncd,

like all jailers, in his own p�ison, and bound lik<• al� wlu,_ rnrse.

The prison of both is a magic castle at 1hc lop ol a g1p;anttc tree,

presumably the world-tree. The princess belong/I to I he upper

41 Cf. Psychology and Alchemy, fig. 54 and pnr. l\lltll 1111d, for II more detailed

account, "The Spirit Mercurius," (1942, p. 101\), 

42 This unexplained passage has been put down ll> l 1hH0'1 "rlrollcry ."
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1q;11111 of light near the sun. Sitting there in captivity on the 
\\111 Id tree, she is a kind of anima mundi who has got herself 
i1110 the power of darkness. But this catch does not seem to have 
<lone the latter much good either, seeing that the captor is cruci
fied and moreover with three nails. The crucifixion evidently 
hetokens a state of agonizing bondage and suspension, fit pun
ishment for one foolhardy enough to venture like a Prometheus 
into the orbit of the opposing principle. This was what the 
raven, who is identical with the hunter, did when he ravished 
a precious soul from the upper world of light; and so, as a pun
ishment, he is nailed to the wall in that upper world. That this is 
an inverted reflection of the primordial Christian image should 
be obvious enough. The Saviour who freed the soul of humanity 
from the dominion of the prince of this world was nailed to a 
cross down below on earth, just as the thieving raven is nailed 
to the wall in the celestial branches of the world-tree for his 
presumptuous meddling. In our fairytale, the peculiar instru
ment of the magic spell is the triad of nails. Who it was that 
made the raven captive is not told in the tale, but it sounds as 
if a spell had been laid upon him in the triune name.43 

428 Having climbed up the world-tree and penetrated into 
the magic castle where he is to rescue the princess, our young 
hero is permitted to enter all the rooms but one, the very room 
in which the raven is imprisoned. Just as in paradise there was 
one tree of which it was forbidden to eat, so here there is one 
room that is not to be opened, with the natural result that it is 
entered at once. Nothing excites our interest more than a prohi
bition. It is the surest way of provoking disobedience. Obviously 
there is some secret scheme afoot to free not so much the princess 
as the raven. As soon as the hero catches sight of him, the raven 
begins to cry piteously and to complain of thirst,44 and the 

43 In Deutsche Miirchen seit Grimm (I, p. 256 ["The Mary-Child'1) it is said that 
the "Three-in-One" is in the forbidden room, which seems to me worth noting. 
H Aelian (De natura animalium, I, 47) relates that Apollo condemned the ravens 
to perpetual thirst because a raven sent to fetch water dallied too Jong. In German 
folklore it is said that the raven has to suffer from thirst in June or August, the 
reason given being that he alone did not mourn at the death of Christ, and that 
ht' £ailrd to return when Noah sent him forth from the ark. (Kohler, Kleinert: 

,\, liriftm %Ur Miirchenforschung, p. 3.) For the raven as an allegory of evil, see 
thr tithaustive account by Hugo Rabner, "Earth Spirit and Divine Spirit in 
l'111d�1k Theology." On the other hand the raven is closely connected with Apollo 
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young man, moved by the virtue of compassion, slakes it, not 
with hyssop and gall, but with quickening water, whereupon 
lhe three nails fall out and the raven escapes through the open 
window. Thus the evil spirit regains his ftecdom, changes into 
the hunter, steals the princess for the second time, but this time 
locks her up in his hunting-lodge on earth. The secret scheme 
is partially unveiled: the princess must be brought down from 
the upper world to the world of men, whiC"h was evidently not. 
possible without the help of the evil spirit and man's disobe
dience. 

••11 But since in the human world, too, the hunter of souls is the 
princess's master, the hero has to intervene anew, to which end, 
as we have seen, he filches the four-legged horse from the witch 
and breaks the three-legged spell of the magician. IL was the 
triad that first transfixed the raven, and the triad also represents 
the power of the evil spirit. These are the two triads that point 
in opposite directions. 

W1 Turning now to quite another field, the realm of psy<'ho-
logical experience, we know that three of the four f 11nc1 ions of 
consciousness can become differentiated, i.e., conscious, while 
the other remains connected with the matrix, the 11nconscio11s, 
and is known as the "inferior" function. It is the Achilles heel 

of even the most heroic consciousness: somewhere the st rung 
man is weak, the clever man foolish, the good man bad, and the 
reverse is also true. In our fairytale the triad appears as a 
mutilated quatemity. If only one leg could be added 10 1he

other three, it would make a whole. The enigmatic axiom or

Maria runs: " ... from the third comes the one as the fnu11h'' 
(be Toii Tpfrov io t., TfrapTov)-which presumably means, when th<' 
third produces the fourth it at once produces unity. · flu• losl 
component which is in the possession of the wolvc·11 hc•lrn1ging 
to the Great Mother is indeed only a quarter, hut, to�c·I ht•, with 
the three, it makes a whole which does away with <livi11iou and 
conflict. 

as his sacred animal, and in the Bible too he ha� a 1w1ltln• •l141111i11111<c. Sc·t• l'�alm
147: 9: "He giveth to the beast his food, 1111<1 ta tlw }Cllllll( 111vr11• wltic h cry"; 
Job 38: 41: "Who provideth for the raven hb ft,ocl> 1vht11 Iii� yo1111g 1111<-s cry
unto God, they wander for lack o( meat." er. 111°01 l,111,:r u u I R111t·ns appear
as true "ministering spirits" in I Kings 17: 6, whc1r lltt•) l,111114 l•:hjah the Tish
hite his daily fare. 
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But how is it that a o;uarter, on the evidence of symbolism, 
at the same time a triad? Here the symbolism of our fairytale 
aves us in the lurch, and we are obliged to have recourse to 
c facts of psychology. I have said previously that three func
ms can become differentiated, and only one remains under the 
,ell of the unconscious. This statement must be defined more 
oscly. It is an empirical fact that only one function becomes 
ore or less successfully differentiated, which on that account 
known as the superior or main function, and together with 

ti raversion or introversion constitutes the type of conscious 
titude. This function has associated with it one or two par
ally differentiated auxiliary functions which hardly ever at
in the same degree of differentiation as the main function, 
1at is, the same degree of applicability by the will. Accordingly 
iey possess a higher degree of spontaneity than the main func
on, which displays a large measure of reliability and is ame
able to our intentions. The fourth, inferior function proves 
n the other hand to be inaccessible to our will. It appears now 
; a teasing and distracting imp, now as a deus ex machina. But 
lways it comes and goes of its own volition. From this it is clear 
1at even the differentiated functions have only partially freed 
1emselves from the unconscious; for the rest they are still rooted 
1 it and to that extent they operate under its rule. Hence the 
-nee "differentiated" functions at the disposal of the ego have
hree corresponding unconscious components that have not yet
,roken loose from the unconscious.45 And just as the three
onscious and differentiated parts of these functions are con
ronted by a fourth, undifferentiated function which acts as a
,ainfully disturbing factor, so also the superior function seems
o have its worst enemy in the unconscious. Nor should we omit
o mention one final tum of the screw: like the devil who de

ights in disguising himself as an angel of light, the inferior
unction secretly and mischievously influences the superior
unction most of all, just as the latter represses the former most
,trongly.46 

These unfortunately somewhat abstract formulations are 
l<.'tcssary in order to throw some light on the tricky and allusive 
Ill l'ir1111cd as three princesses, buried neck deep, in Nordische Yolk.smarchen, 

II, pp. 1261£. ["The Three Princesses in the White Land"). 
IU l•or the function lhcory, sec Psychological Types. 
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associations in our-save the mark!-"childislily simple" fairy
tale. The two antithetical triads, the one harming and the 
ot.her represen_ting the power of evil, tally to a hair's breadth
with the f uncuonal structure of the conscious and unconscious 
psyche. Being a spontaneous, nai've, and unrnnLrived product of 
the psyche, the fairytale cannot very well express anything ex
cep� what the psyche actually is. It is not only our fairytale that 
depicts these structural psychic relations, but wuntless other 
fairytales do the same.47

?ur. fairytale reveals wi�h. unusual clarity Lhe essentially
ant1th.et1cal nature of the sp1nt archetype, while on the other
hand lt shows the bewildering play of antinomi<.•s all aiming at 
the great goal of higher consciousness. The young swineherd 
who climbs from the animal level up to chc lop of the giant 
world-tree and there, in the upper world of ligh1, discovers his 
captive anima, the high-born princess, symholi1<''i lh<' ;1<;ccn1 of 
c�nsciousness, rising from almost bestial regions to a lofty perch 
wtth a broad outlook, which is a singularly apprnpriatt· i111ag-c 
for the enlargement of the conscious horizou.411 On<'c 1lw masC'u
Jine consciousness has attained this height, it comes fa,<' w fMc 
wit_h its feminine counterpart, the anima . 40 She is ;i p<·r11011ifi.
cau_on of the unconscious. The meeting shows how inept ii i, to
designate the latter as the "subconscious": it is nor nw1 t·ly 
''below" consciousness but also above it, so far above it ind<•t•cl 
that the hero has to climb up to it with considerable efTor1. Thi11 

"upf>:r" �n�onscious, however, is far from being a ''s11p<·1c 011-
consc1ous m the sense that anyone who reaches it, lik<· our 
hero, would stand as high above the "subconscious" a, ahovc 
the earth's surface. On -the contrary, he makes tlw di1mJ(rt·<-;1hle 
discovery that his high and mighty anima, the J>riuc·<',1'1 Soul. is 
bewitched up there and no freer than a bird iu .i K<1l<lc·11 , ,11,;<.•. 

471 would like to add, for lhc layman's benefit, rhat lh(' thro1y of 1h1• p�ydw's 
structure was not derived from £airy1ales and 111ytl11, b111 I• 1{1011111lr1I m1 1·111pld1 ;il 
observations made in the field of medico psyd1olQRk11I 11•,r1111 h ,11111 wn� w, rnh
oratcd only secondarily through the study of C'OlllfllHi!lhf 1y111h11l1111Y, 111 �pht•rcs 
very far removed from ordinary medical prarrkc. 
48 A typical enantiodromia is played out hcrt'; u Ol'tt' ontull KIi 11ny hll(hcr along
this road, one must now realize the other 1i<lc.- of (lllf'

'
a hri11,c, 1111cl < limb down

again. 
491:hc young man asks himself, on catching �!gill 11( 1h11 11<'1', "llnw would it be if 
you were to look at the world from the top of 1h111 MIOI t1rr?" 
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into the ternary system. That puts an end to the conflict at on 
blow, and the figure of the hunter melts into thin air. After th 
victory, the hero sets his princess upon the three-legged stc 
and together they ride away to her father's kingdom. From no 
on she rules and personifies the realm of spirit that fonnerl 
served the wicked hunter. Thus the anima is and remains th 
representative of that part of the unconscious which can nev 
be assimilated into a humanly attainable whole. 

435 Postscript. Only after the completion of my manuscript w 
my attention drawn by a friend to a Russian variant of o 
story. It bears the title "Maria Morevna." 64 The hero of t

story is no swineherd, but Czarevitch Ivan. There is an intere 
ing explanation of the three helpful animals: they correspo 
to Ivan's three sisters and their husbands, who are really bi 
The three sisters represent an unconscious triad of functio 
related to both the animal and spiritual realms. The bird-m 
are a species of angel and emphasize the auxiliary nature of t

unconscious [unctions. In the story they intervene at the critic 
moment when the hero-unlike his German counterpart-gc 
into the power of the evil spirit and is killed and dismember 
(the typical fate of the God-manl).M The evil spirit is an ol 
man who is often shown naked and is called Koschei 118 t

Deathless. The corresponding witch is the well-known Ba 
Yaga. The three helpful animals of the German variant a 
doubled here, appearing first as the bird-men and then as th 
lion, the strange bird, and the bees. The princess is Que 
Maria Morevna, a redoubtable martial leader-Mary the que 
of heaven is lauded in the Russian Orthodox hymnal as "lead 
of hosts"l-who has chained up the evil spirit with twelve chai 
in the forbidden room in her castle. When Ivan slakes the ol 
devil's thirst he makes off with the queen. The magic ridi 
animals do not in the end turn into human beings. This R\ 
sian story has a distinctly more primitive character. 

114 "Daughter of the sea."-Afanas·ev, Russian Fairy Tales, pp. 553ff. 
1111 The old man puts the dismembered body into a barrel which he throws intO 
the sea. This is reminiscent of the fate of Osiris (head and phallus). 
110 From kost, 'bone,' and palr.ost, kapost, 'disgusting. dirty.' 




